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ABSTRACT. THE LEGAL ACT THAT INVOKES THE ACQUISITIVE PRESCRIPTION, CONDITION SINE
QUA NON FOR TRIGGERING THESE EFFECTS, HAS CONTENT THE RIGHTΝ OFΝ OPTION’S PERSON
WHO IS CONCERNED TO INVOKE THE AACQUISITIVE PRESCRIPTION, NAMELY THE POSITIVE
EXERTION OF THIS RIGHT, WHICH IS PRODUCED, MOST OF THE TIMES IN AN ACT OF
REVENDICATION OR IN ASCERTAINING, IF PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS ARE FULFILLED BUT
ALSO BY MEANS OF EXTRA-JUDICIAL ACTION.
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The effects of the acquisitive prescription can not be invoked ex officio by the judge who
ascertainsΝ tСeΝ fulfillmentΝ ofΝ tСeΝ acquisitiveΝ prescription’sΝ requirementsΝ ofΝ 10-20 years or 30
yearsΝ (ifΝ weΝ considerΝ tСisΝ enumerationΝ ofΝ tСeΝ acquisitiveΝ prescription’sΝ conditionsΝ presentedΝ inΝ
most of the specialized works) [1] and does not appear de facto by virtue of a legal automatism,
without being a simple juridical fact stricto sensu, but only in the presence of the volitional
aspect, in its positive form, from the possessor [2].
The juridical act of invoking the acquisitive prescription is that manifestation of will
which, as a rule, appears under the form of a unilateral act, but and a convention (renunciation
with an onerous title) contains the right of option of the person interested in invoking acquisitive
prescription, namely the positive form of exerting this right or renouncing its effects – the
negative form of exerting.
Regarding the right of option in the way of the invocation of acquisitive prescription,
which is analysed in the doctrine as part of potestative rights category [3], arises in the moment
of meeting the other requirements/conditions of acquisitive prescription, as against the
prescription typology and implies a faculty – tСeΝinvocationΝofΝacquisitiveΝprescription’sΝeffectsΝwhich its titular can exert in a positive or negative form, more exactly he can choose between
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invoking the benefit of acquisitive prescription or renouncing its effects.
Those Who and Against Whom Can Exert the Right of Invoking the Effects of Acquisitive
Prescription
The right of option regarding the invocation of acquisitive prescription arises in the
person-possessor, who fulfills all the other conditions of prescription. In its positive way, it can
be exerted by other persons like its universal successor and with universal title, as
continuers/successorsΝofΝtСeirΝautСor’sΝpersonality,ΝasΝwellΝasΝbyΝtСeΝpossessor’sΝ“creditors”ΝandΝ
“anyoneΝwСoΝisΝconcerned”,ΝaccordinРΝtoΝarticleΝ1843ΝformΝtСeΝCivilΝCode.
Invoking the acquisitive prescription by other persons than the one who fulfilled the
conditions of acquisitive prescription.
InΝorderΝtСatΝtСeΝuniversalΝsuccessorsΝandΝtСoseΝwitСΝtСeΝpossessor’sΝuniversalΝtitleΝcouldΝ
exert this right both in its positive and negative way, it is necessary that all the conditions of
acquisitive prescription should have been fulfilled before the succession/inheritance begins or the
transfer of the patrimony in the case of reorganizing the juridical person or, otherwise we could
discuss the exertion of the option right about its possession function, in which the successor joins
СisΝ possessionΝ andΝ СisΝ autСor’sΝ possessionΝ inΝ orderΝ toΝ accomplisСΝ tСeΝ termΝ ofΝ acquisitiveΝ
prescription.
Concerning the successor with a particular title, we can also [5] consider that he can
invoke acquisitive prescription on the grounds of article 1843 from the Civil Code as creditor of
the transmitter. The possessors who had the legal obligation to effect acts of interrupting
acquisitive prescription in the name of those they represented can not invoke acquisitive
prescription for their benefit.
The foreign citizens and stateless persons can not invoke for their benefit the acquisition
through acquisitive prescription, the property right on lands in Romania, considering the
previsions of article 44, paragraph 2, form the Constitution [6].
The creditors can invoke the prescription of their debtor, as well as any other person who
may be concerned [7].
IfΝ tСeΝ possessorΝ СasΝ renouncedΝ СisΝ potestativeΝ riРСt,Ν tСeΝ debtor’sΝ actionΝ СasΝ aΝ doubleΝ
nature: it appears, in the first stage as a paulian action and in the second stage as an oblique
action.ΝIfΝСeΝСasΝnotΝrenouncedΝyet,ΝtСeΝcreditor’sΝactionΝappearsΝdirectlyΝasΝanΝobliqueΝaction[8].
Thus, the previsions of article 1843 from the Civil Code are correlated both with the
prevision of article 975 of the Civil Code and the previsions of article 974 from the Civil Code
[9].
The action introduced by other persons who are concerned, even if it does not appear as a
paulian action, is similar to it. As far as the fraud is concerned, the previsions of article 1843
from the Civil Code do not impose such a condition.
Any of these actions can be formulated separately, irrespective of a trial of revendication
against the possessor or even the respective process, by means of a request of a main
intervention.
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Regarding the persons against the right of invoking acquisitive prescription is exerted,
accordinРΝ toΝ articleΝ 1875Ν fromΝ tСeΝ CivilΝ CodeΝ “TСeΝ prescriptionΝ runsΝ aРainstΝ anyΝ personΝ wСoΝ
could not invoke an exceptionΝestablisСedΝbyΝlaw”.ΝTСus,ΝasΝaΝrule,ΝacquisitiveΝprescriptionΝcanΝ
be invoked by the possessor or by the persons stipulated in article 1843 from the Civil Code
against any person who claims a property right about the possessed asset [10].
A positive as a negative way exertion, and not exerting it in a term of decline of this right,
too, lead to its extinction. It follows that not intervening revocation of this right, so simple
neexercitare not attract to extinction [11].
A positive exertion in the way of produced the effects of acquisitive prescription implies,
most of the times an act of revendication or in ascertaining, if procedural requirements are
fulfilled but also by means of extra-judicial action.
a. Invoking the benefit of Acquisitive Prescription in the Civil Trial can be made in a
revendication (against the possessor or by the possessor who, after the fulfillment of acquisitive
prescription, lost possession of the asset) and by an action of ascertaining the right which was
acquired through the effect of acquisitive prescription introduced against a third party or against
the initial titular.
The right option in the right direction by his owner who is a defendant in the action claim
gave rise to disputes of a process: invocation uzucapiunii by a defense fund uzucapiunii
invocation or by a counterclaim. Both doctrine and practice has varied between solutions
uzucapiunii invoked by the defense fund, with the exception of substance [12], and invoked by a
claim [13].
We also consider that the invocation of acquisitive prescription is an essential defence,
without being a claim in itself as long as there is a connection between this right and the juridical
relation deducted from the judgement (the claimer pretends that he is the owner of the asset in
the possession of the accused and the latter claims that he has acquired the right of ownership of
the same asset through acquisitive prescription) and, besides the 1848 article itself allows the
invocation until the passing of the final decision by the appeal court or, the acquisitive
prescription can not be invoked in the appeal through an reconventional petition.
However interest holder the right to invoke the acquisitive prescription is better protected
if his right is exercised through an action counterclaim, even if the acquisitive prescription was
opposite in the fund defending, because if the action is rejected then could create practical
difficulties in realizing the right of it. In this way was pronounced French law, too: if the owner
obtains successful issue in the first instance, but for another reason than acquisitive prescription
is limited to require the opponent to call off its decision to maintain the court fund, it is clear that
a decision court of appeal to the contrary given by the fund, but does not have, also on the
acquisition prescription, does not justify opposition against the owner [14].
b. The invocation of acquisitive prescription by extrajudicial means
If the invocation of the acquisitive prescription is achieved through a unilateral act, prior
to suing somebody at law, it must be a deliberate one, not a simple act of exerting a main, real
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right, which means that the possessor is aware that the right he exerts came into being when all
the other conditions of acquisitive prescription were fulfilled and they preceded the condition of
invoking its effects.
Of practical interest of extra judiciary invoked is small: it can not be evidence for
compliance with the other conditions necessary to produce the acquisitive prescription effects, its
limited to removing uncertainty about waiving the right holder. No communication of such
invocation not of practical interest, while the original holder (or his heirs) may bring action in
any claim in which the owner must prove that the conditions prescription purchase and ask the
court's express finding that the production effects. In addition, this legal act does not provide
evidence for conditions of acquisitive prescription can not be entered in the land, according to
art. Article 20. 1 of L. No. 7 / 1996 or this Act, which does not provide evidence for conditions
of acquisitive prescription, may not be legal entry in the Land Registry.
In conclusion, the proof of fulfilling the necessary conditions for the arising of this right
can be made only by means of judicial action, through the actions and trial ways we have shown,
so that the extra juridical unilateral act produces its effects (triggering the efficiency of
acquisitive prescription by a deliberate juridical confirmation).
Ascertaining the production of the acquisitive effect gains a juridical force only if it is
made by the court. This juridical force appears as an authority only for the parties at trial, for
third parties it has only a probatory significance. The persons who are not parties in the trial can
request administering evidence in a second trial to prove that the conditions for arising the option
right are not fulfilled (the possession is not useful, the term was suspended or interrupted, the
right or asset is not liable to be acquired through acquisitive prescription, the title which was
invoked as a just title is null or, even harder to prove, the lack of good-faith in the moment of
acquiring the asset, etc.)
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